Since software engineers spend a large proportion of their time trying to understand computer programs, many tools have been proposed to help them with this task. The construction of such tools raises a series of specification and design issues and requires a careful choice among alternative user interfaces, tool architectures, and knowledge representations. This paper describes and compares two such tools, the Extensible Dependency Analysis Tool Set (EDATS) and the Inter-Module Code Analysis system (IMCA). EDATS was developed as a project of the Software Engineering Research Center while IMCA is an ongoing research effort at Arizona State University.
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As we have seen EDATS queries tend to be simpler, whereas IMCA queries require the coding of derived relations for readability. However the derived relations are reusable so a library of useful queries can be developed.
The EDATS approach is undoubtedly narrower since it effectively constrains the software engineer to a limited view of the knowledge base. It works well if the software engineer wants to ask about a chain of dependencies in the target program but poorly for any other purpose. The IMCA user, on the other hand, has complete access to all the facts in the knowledge base and complete liberty in formulating queries. However he or she needs to know and understand the schema of that knowledge base, whereas the EDATS user simply needs to know the different kinds of dependencies stored in the tool.
EDATS provides in the show clause a rather simpler way of formatting output, at least in the form of readable text. IMCA provides the same information as EDATS, but it may require a fair amount of coding to produce readable output from a complicated query.
IMCA's deductive data base foundation provides functionalities to IMCA that would have to be added to EDATS. For example, the elimination of duplicates by IMCA turns out to be a significant feature in most queries, since the software engineer usually wants the simplest possible answer to the posed question. Similar facilities have had to be added to EDATS in a rather ad-hoc way as a result of our case studies. One functionality that was not explored in our case study was the use of aggregation (minimum, maximum, sum, count, average) in queries, which is a common capability provides by databases. These features would also need to be added to EDATS.
The efficiency consequences of the two approaches are still unclear. So far, neither tool has really been stressed to the point where efficiency became unacceptable. In EDATS several measures have been taken to reduce the size of the fact base by coding and to speed up the execution of the Prolog. IMCA largely relies on the deductive data base to provide adequate efficiency, although CORAL allows a knowledgeable application programmer to provide hints for optimization, such as top-down or bottom-up evaluation.
As a broad conclusion, EDATS may have some advantages over IMCA in the usability and extensibility of its design, which is not surprising in view of the industry input that went into its development and the emphasis on extensibility that is reflected in its name! EDATS was designed to be an extensible system for program comprehension that has built in to it the concepts of entity, dependency and chains to facilitate the display of answers. The IMCA is an application built on an implementation data model, namely deductive databases. The design choice is a trade-off between building from scratch a dedicated system for program comprehension or building a program comprehension application in a deductive database system that not only provides the traditional capabilities of a database system (query language, query optimization, recovery and concurrency control, etc.) but provides the properties of flexibility and extensibility through inherent support for declarative rules. end_module.
The query ?cp(routine("mkpdb.c",1,main),routine("put_pdb.c",1,put_type),PATHS). returns PATHS, representing the call graph slice.
This query shows the power of the chain pattern in EDATS to let the software engineer specify quite complicated relationships fairly simply. In IMCA, however, similar capabilities are provided by defining derived relations, which may then be reused in future queries. The answers produced by both tools were equivalent. While neither listing was particularly readable, the IMCA paths were easier to understand than the EDATS chains, which contained duplicates if one subroutine called another more than once. The deductive data base does a good job of eliminating duplicate solutions; comparable facilities need to be coded in EDATS. Of course, there might be circumstances in which the software engineer would want to know about such multiple calls, but most of the time duplicate solutions simply add clutter to an already difficult job.
CONCLUSIONS
As we have seen, the two tools EDATS and IMCA have similar objectives and can, generally, provide the same information to a software engineer. Their design differences, though, have important consequences in ease of development, ease of use, flexibility, and extensibility.
One immediate difference is in the knowledge base schema. As previously described, in EDATS facts are stored simply as "entity" or "dependency" relations, with some supplemental data. IMCA, on the other hand, captures the modular structure of a program directly in its knowledge base schema. EDATS may have some advantage here in flexibility and may be somewhat easier for a novice user to learn.
The two systems also adopted quite different strategies to solve the problem of scope, that is, how can similarly named but logically different program entities be identified? A solution must both handle the complexities of scope in modern languages and as well allow a software engineer to formulate queries easily. EDATS uses qualified names such as 'progname::filename::subroutine::variable'. Though it was not illustrated in this case study, wild cards and regular expression syntax can be used to formulate a query, thus saving some typing. IMCA uses triples, such as 'function(get_loc.c, 1, get_linenum)' which identifies a function named "get_linenum" located within the first region of file "get_loc.c". Regions of scope are numbered in sequential order as they are encountered.
Neither solution is totally satisfactory. The EDATS names are comprehensible to the software engineer, but may be long and complicated to type. The IMCA triples can be even more obscure, and may change if a file is edited to add an additional scope region. Entity naming may seem a simple problem, but it is not easy to provide a solution that is correct in all cases, reasonably simple to implement, and easy to use.
The main difference between EDATS in IMCA, however, is in the underlying architecture. EDATS is implemented The EDATS specification was so succinct because the notion of a tree and the show statement were built-in to the EDATS query language. In IMCA, we needed to define these concepts.
Query: Call Graph Slice
Once a software engineer has a basic understanding of the architecture, he or she can focus an enquiry episode on understanding some particular aspect of the target system that needs to be modified. Often a subroutine will be located that seems to have something to do with the modification, but the precise role of this subroutine in the system is unclear. The software engineer needs to see how the identified subroutine can be reached. A call graph slice may be useful in such a case.
The call graph slice consists of those subroutines that lie "above" the identified subroutine in the calling hierarchy, in other words they lie between the identified subroutine and the "main" function.
A software engineer could obtain the call graph slice above the function "put_type" with the following EDATS query:
prolog {asserta(parameter(kill_repeat(on)))}. 'mkpdb::put_type' (-calledBy->X)* -calledBy-> 'mkpdb::main'; show {chain, nl}.
The first line turns on a parameter that eliminates loops due to recursive calls; without this parameter the query could loop forever. The chain pattern uses an asterisk to indicate unbounded repetition of the preceding dependency. In other words, the chain pattern asks for all chains of "calledBy" dependencies that start at the "put_type" function and end at the "main" function. In each case the complete chain of entities and dependencies will be printed out on a separate line.
The IMCA specification of the call graph slice query must build the call path between the source and destination subprograms, using the derived predicate "callpaths": end_module.
The IMCA query ?callpaths(routine("mkpdb.c",1,main),routine("put_pdb.c",1,put_type),PATHS). should provide the calls dependency paths between "main" and "put_type". However, in our case study program, there is a function on one of the calling paths that is recursive. Therefore, the above specification of callpaths generates an infinite number of answers due to looping through the recursive call. So the above callpaths definition works only on programs that are not recursive.
To disallow looping through a recursive call, we modify the above definition of callpaths to cp, which will not follow the recursive call due to the additional check:
The IMCA query ?print_bounded_call_tree(routine("mkpdb.c",1,main),2). provides an answer similar to that of EDATS in displaying the bounded level calling hierarchy. The format would be:
routine(mkpdb.c,1,main) 1 routine("$system$",1,mtbf_init) 1 routine(symtab.c,1,dump_symtbl) 2 routine(symtab.c,1,dump_sym). etc.
This query illustrates the power of the CORAL deductive database system, which provides either a top-down or bottom-up execution of a predicate. The evaluation strategy is specifiable at the CORAL module level as shown above. In earlier queries, there was no need to mention bottom-up or top-down evaluation strategies since the answer specified was truly declarative. When input/output statements are involved, the specification of the evaluation strategy affects the display.
Consider the following declarative specification of "bounded_call", which does not use pipelining or top-down evaluation but defaults to the bottom-up evaluation strategy. Rather than using "printf" statements in CORAL, we define the intensional relation "bounded_call" that gives the names of the routines that are called within Max levels by the given routine. The export statement indicates that the "bounded_call" derived relation is called assuming that the first two arguments are bound and the third argument is free: the first argument is the routine for which the calling hierarchy is displayed; the second argument gives the number of levels of the calling hierarchy to display; the third arguments returns the routines called by the first argument within the number of levels given by the second argument.
module bounded_calls. export bounded_call(bbf).
bounded_call(routine(G1,D1,C1),Max,routine(G2,D2,C2)) :-bounded_call1(routine(G1,D1,C1),routine(G2,D2,C2),Level,Max).
end_module.
The query ?bounded_call(routine("mkpdb.c",1,main),2,ROUTINE). gives the names of the ROUTINES that are called within 2 levels by main located in "mkpdb.c". However, it does not display the structure of the calling hierarchy. Therefore, since we have a choice of evaluation strategies within CORAL, we chose the top-down specification of this query so that the structure of the calling hierarchy is easily displayed in a format similar to that of the EDATS query.
Query: Bounded Levels of the Calling Hierarchy
Another query that aids in understanding the system architecture is the bounded level calling hierarchy query. This query shows the software engineer the structure of the calling hierarchy for a certain specified number of levels.
For example, the following EDATS query gives the top two levels of the calling hierarchy from the main function of program "mkpdb"; it could be a useful starting point in understanding the control flow of this program:
'mkpdb::main' (-calls-> X) {1,2}; show {tree}. The result is the calling hierarchy, in indented tree format:
'mkdpb::main' -calls->'mkpdb::mtbf_init' -calls->'mkpdb::dump_symtbl' -calls->'mkpdb::dump_sym' etc.
This query shows how the regular expression syntax in the chain pattern of the DRL can be easily used to express bounded repetition. (Unbounded repetition is also possible, but obviously answers can be very large.) The indented tree output format is a convenient way to display moderately complicated system structure without requiring a graphic interface.
The IMCA specification of the bounded level calling hierarchy query is not as succinct as the EDATS specification. In order to display the structure of the hierarchy similar to that of EDATS, we define a "print_bounded_call_tree" predicate using the derived relation "immediate_call" and "printf" statements via a Prolog-like evaluation (called "pipelining" in CORAL). There is no "tab" builtin predicate in CORAL as there is in Prolog but, as shown, it is easy to define one. module pbct. @pipelining. export print_bounded_call_tree(bb). print_bounded_call_tree(Routine,Max) :-/* assume bb */ printf("%s \n",Routine), print_bounded_call(Routine,1,Max).
tab(NumTabs) :-tab1(1,NumTabs).
tab1(MaxTabs,MaxTabs) :-printf(" "). tab1(Num,MaxTabs) :-Num<MaxTabs, printf(" "), Num1 = Num + 1, Note that both EDATS and IMCA produce the complete set of answers to the query in one step. In IMCA the CORAL deductive data base provides this facility automatically while in EDATS some fairly complex code translates the DRL query into a rather complicated Prolog query that has the same effect. For the tool implementer, the deductive data base certainly has some decided benefits!
Query: Source File Interface
To better understand the role of a particular module, a software engineer needs to identify its interface, that is, the routines within it that are called from other modules. In C, a source file interface for a file F could be defined as the set of functions I that are defined in F and called by some function that is not defined in F.
Using EDATS, a software engineer could determine the source file interface of file translat.c with the following query:
The show clause writes out each answer in a format like:
'mkpdb::translate' <tab> mkpdb.c and the save clause stores the set of interface functions in a set named "I" which can be used in future queries.
The IMCA specification of the source file interface defines a derived relation "fi_multiset", which creates a bag (a set with possibly duplicate elements) that defines the file subsystem interface of file F.
The file_interface predicate just converts the bag to a set using CORAL's "make_set" builtin predicate to remove duplicate elements.
file_interface(F,SetX) :-fi_bag(F,BagX), make_set(BagX,SetX).
The IMCA query corresponding to the specific EDATS query above is: ?file_interface("translat.c",INTERFACE). and the variable INTERFACE provides the set of routines that form the file subsystem interface of "translat.c".
The IMCA query ?file_interface(FILE, INTERFACE) provides the file subsystem INTERFACE for each FILE in the system. The second argument INTERFACE must be a variable due to constraints in CORAL involving set instances in the head of a rule.
Note that the EDATS query not only shows the routines in the interface but the names of the files that call that routine. In IMCA, we could define a similar result based on the previous "file_interface" and "file_call" predicates. To write an IMCA specification of the source file calling graph a software engineer would define rules for derived relations that simplify the query. We earlier defined a derived relation "immediate_call" that corresponded to the EDATS calls dependency.
immediate_call(routine(GRCing, DRing, Cing), routine(GRCed, DRed, Ced)) :-uses(region(GRCing, DRing, Cing), non_module(GRCed, DRed, Ced)), routine(GRCing, DRing, Cing, _), routine(GRCed, DRed, Ced, _).
The file calls abstraction could then be derived from an immediate call where the encompassing global region component (or file) for the routines are different. file_call(G1,G2) :-immediate_call(routine(G1,D1,C1),routine(G2,D2,C2)), G1 <> G2. The source file calling graph query in the IMCA would then be:
?file_call(A,B). which would give the file calls graph for the entire system, printed out one edge per line:
A=symutils.c B=symtab.c A=param.c B=put_pdb.c etc.
If the software engineer wants to know what files are called from a particular file, say main.c, then the query ?file_call("main.c", FILE) displays the FILEs that are called by main.c. Thus the derived file_call relation, once defined, can be reused in further queries.
Both the EDATS and IMCA specification of the source file calling graph produce a file calling dependency view of the target system. IMCA requires a bit more work to define the derived relations, "immediate_call" and "file_call", but, as shown by the main.c example these relations can then be reused by the software engineer in other query specifications. The derived "fileCalls" dependency in EDATS is not easily reusable; the main.c example required the software engineer to retype most of the query again.
EDATS gives the software engineer rather more convenient control of output format via the show clause but similar results would be available in IMCA at some cost in additional programming.
The Comparison Method
Despite the similarity of objectives of the two tools, the knowledge base schemas of EDATS and IMCA are very different. In EDATS entities and dependencies are simply defined by facts such as: entity('myprog::myfunc', function). dependency(18856, 'myprog::myfunc', 'calls', 'myprog::hisfunc'). Additional facts record the source file and line number where each entity is defined or where each dependency is established, along with the date, time, and DIL that produced the fact. The user does not manipulate these facts directly since the Dependency Request Language (DRL) is used for queries.
The IMCA schema, on the other hand, has a much more structured concept of the target program with different relations for each kind of entity and relationship. (This is the approach used to map an Entity-Relationship conceptual model to an implementation within the relational data model.) IMCA entities include programs, modules, scope regions, procedures and functions, as well as a sophisticated categorization of the different kinds of data types. Relationships relate variables to types, formal parameters and return types to subroutines, globals and subroutines to the subroutines that use them.
The target software system used in the comparison consisted of five executables written mainly in C but with small awk and Unix C-Shell components. The total source size was approximately 15 KLOC (raw line count). An EDATS entity and dependency fact base was available from the earlier trial of EDATS described in [13] . This trial included a sequence of queries illustrating how the tool set could be used to support typical program comprehension tasks.
A Prolog program was written to translate the EDATS entities and dependencies into a roughly equivalent IMCA fact base. Then each of the queries from the previous trial was translated into IMCA and tested on the new fact base. The outputs produced by the two systems were essentially equivalent, but the comparison demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of each of the design strategies.
THE QUERIES

Query: Source File Calling Graph
As previously described, the starting point for a software engineer studying a new system must be an understanding of the overall architecture. The "calls" dependency between subprograms gives important information about control flow relationships, but it usually is too low level for a starting point since there will be thousands of calls relationships in even a modest-sized system. We need instead a way of looking at the system as a collection of modules. In C, the language of the target system in this case study, most large systems are structured into logical modules by grouping functions and data into source files.
The subprogram "calls" dependency can be abstracted to a source file calling graph. A source file A is considered to call another source file B if some subprogram in A has a calls dependency with some subprogram in B. Considering source file calls thus eliminates all the relationships within the module (source file) and presents a clearer picture of the overall system architecture. In the particular target system used in this study, for example, there were over 2500 subprogram calls dependencies but only 58 file calls dependencies.
With EDATS software engineer would produce the source file calling graph using the following query:
X -calls-> Y; where { entDefinedAt(X,A,_), entDefinedAt(Y,B,_), not(A is B), exclusive([A,B])
rule from left-to-right while searching for an answer -one tuple at a time. Thus, the software engineer must consider control when programming in Prolog. In a database system, the order in which the rules or the subgoals are executed should not have an effect on the set of answers implied by the declarative program. The user is responsible for providing a correct specification of the query and it is the responsibility of the database system to find an efficient evaluation of that specification. Also, the typical database user wants all answers to a query, not one at a time as Prolog finds answers. Thus, a database assumes a set-at-a-time paradigm for finding all answers, which is obviously incorporated into the query optimization process.
Whereas EDATS stores the information about a program in the form of entities and dependencies, these entities and relationships are mapped to relations (either stored or derived) in the IMCA approach. In IMCA (as in EDATS), each entity has a scoped name. This scoped name is based on the premise that a program consists of a collection of global region components. Global region components are declared in the outermost region of the program and the names of these components must be unique. For example, an Ada program consists of a collection of packages and (global) procedures. Each region component within a global region component is assigned a unique region number, which is greater than 0. Note that the region associated with the program is 0. Therefore, a global region component is declared in region 0 and has a declaring region of 1. The preprocessor, while generating the fact base, guarantees a unique numbering scheme for regions within global region components. Thus, an entity or program component is uniquely identified by its scoped name, which is a triple consisting of the name of the encompassing global region component, the region number in which the component is declared and the name of the program component. For example, if the subroutine "foo" is declared in the global region component "myprog", foo's declaring region would be 1 and "foo" would by identified by the triple ("myprog",1,"foo").
A software engineer uses CORAL's declarative query language to form reusable derived relations and ad hoc queries. The EDATS calls dependency in the above example is easily represented by a derived relation, which we define as immediate_call. immediate_call(routine(GRCing, DRing, Cing), routine(GRCed, DRed, Ced)) :-uses(region(GRCing, DRing, Cing), non_module(GRCed, DRed, Ced)), routine(GRCing, DRing, Cing, _), routine(GRCed, DRed, Ced, _). IMCA stores usage information via a relation called "uses". (The functors "region" and "non_module" within the "uses" facts represent the roles of the relationship, since a region component uses a non_module component, which is a program component that is not a module.) A usage representing an immediate call is one where a routine uses another routine. The derived relation "immediate_call" can now be used to answer the query to show the subroutines called by subroutine "foo":
? immediate_call(routine("myprog",1,"foo"), X). CORAL returns all the subroutines that "foo" calls by showing the bindings for the variable X.
THE COMPARISON
The objective of this comparison is to illustrate both the similarities and advantages of the knowledge-based approaches taken by EDATS and IMCA, and the differences between the two approaches. This illustration is performed through a case study of several queries for program understanding expressed in both EDATS and IMCA query languages. The chosen queries come from a case study of program comprehension that reflected the steps that might be followed by a new programmer in understanding a system for the first time [13] .
In order to perform this case study, however, EDATS and IMCA needed to operate on the same set of data. The EDATS facts from the case study of a C system were thus translated into the IMCA format. Each query of the comparison is described with respect to its significance as a program understanding query, its EDATS specification, its IMCA specification and a brief discussion comparing the query specifications. The section concludes with a discussion that summarizes the comparison.
A deductive database is an extension of a relational database that utilizes a declarative, logic-based language for database operations. This declarative language offers the flexibility to define a relation explicitly with facts, implicitly with rules or a combination thereof. This flexibility offers a referential transparency to the maintenance programmer such that references to any relation, whether stored or derived, are the same. The use of a deductive database system provides the IMCA project with the facilities of such a system, including storage capabilities, a declarative query language and query optimization. 
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Figure 2 Architecture of IMCA
The basic components of the IMCA are: databases of facts derived from a program by a preprocessor (parser), the deductive database system, and a rule base. A language-specific preprocessor processes a successfully compiled program to create the factual database instance. The deductive database is the "intelligence" of the IMCA, using both the fact base and the rule base to derive and reason about the knowledge in the database. The deductive database system is responsible for query evaluation and optimization issues, cleverly directing the execution of the query. The rule base includes schema rules and code query rules. Schema rules are rules that form an integral component of the database design, modeling the multiple levels of inheritance that is inherent in the design. For example, a routine is either a procedure or function. Code query rules form a library of queries that the Software Engineer can use to derive knowledge about the source code. These rules can be arbitrarily complex and include the power of recursion.
IMCA utilizes the CORAL deductive database system [12] . An implementation of IMCA for Ada using the CORAL deductive database system is detailed in [5] . CORAL is a public-domain, second-generation research prototype of a deductive database system, developed at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. CORAL has a modular declarative database language and supports persistent relations via the EXODUS storage manager, although our implementation uses only the main memory features of CORAL. CORAL provides database indexing facilities and many evaluation techniques and the knowledgeable user has the ability to provide optimization hints.
We chose a deductive database system, in this case CORAL, to implement our inter-module code analysis system because deductive databases have the same advantages of Prolog's logic-based approach yet deductive databases provide a declarative, set-at-a-time interface compared to Prolog's somewhat operational, tuple-at-a-time behavior. Deductive databases take advantage of the declarative nature of a logic-based language but do not want to use the evaluation assumptions provided by the logic programming language Prolog. Prolog has a fixed evaluation strategy that considers clauses in the order in which they are listed in the program, and considers literals in the body of the intersection, difference, etc.) are also available. A software engineer can define sets to represent subsystems or layers in the software architecture, and then use these sets to condition further queries.
The current EDATS prototype is based around a Prolog environment as shown in Figure 1 . EDATS is designed to incorporate information from multiple sources. Parsers named "Dependency Information Loaders" (or "DIL's") scan code to extract entities and dependencies. Very rough DIL's have been written for C and C++. Existing code analysis tools can sometimes be adapted quickly to provide the entity and dependency information needed by EDATS and often a relatively small number of human-supplied facts can complement the results obtained by parsing [13] . The human and DIL generated facts are combined into a Prolog entity and dependency fact base. 
Figure 1 Architecture of EDATS
User interaction with EDATS is handled by a Dependency Analysis Request Engine (DARE) developed using the grammar based programming environment AnaGram 1 . DRL queries are converted into Prolog queries and the actual processing is done in Prolog according to the entity and dependency rule base. The query results are then translated again into user terms by the DARE.
An Overview OF IMCA
The Inter-Module Code Analysis (IMCA) System is an ongoing research project at Arizona State University. The objective of the IMCA project is to provide an environment that a software engineer uses to facilitate the analysis of an existing system and to predict the impact of proposed modifications to the system being modified. A key part of the IMCA is the underlying deductive database that stores and derives information about a program.
• subprogram calling relationships • uses of data types • references to global data Both EDATS and IMCA have concentrated on providing the software engineer with a convenient way of exploring these relationships during program comprehension tasks.
TWO KNOWLEDGE BASED APPROACHES
The Extensible Dependency Analysis Tool Set (EDATS) and the Inter-Module Code Analysis (IMCA) system are two knowledge-based approaches to aid Software Engineers in the complex tasks of program comprehension. The tools are quite similar in their objectives but have quite different systems for storing information about the target code and for formulating queries. This section provides an overview of EDATS and IMCA, focusing on the architecture and a simple illustrative query. The following section provides a detailed case study of EDATS and IMCA on a suite of typical program comprehension tasks.
An Overview OF EDATS
The Extensible Dependency Analysis Tool Set (EDATS) was developed through a series of projects at the Software Engineering Research Center (SERC), and with substantial input from SERC's industrial affiliates. The initial dependency analysis tool set was envisioned as a reusable component that could either be used directly or else form the basis for other software maintenance tools. This tool set handled four classes of dependencies (definitional, calling, functional, and data flow) and had a simple command line interface [17] . Discussions with SERC's industrial affiliates indicated that a main problem with this early tool set was its fixed list of dependency classes. Real software systems tend to combine multiple languages and multiple design paradigms, so that the maintainer may need to be aware of many different kinds of structure, such as transactions, objects, key relationships, subsystems, events, processes, and so on. The proposed solution was to create an open and extensible tool set that is adaptable to the maintenance needs of any specific target system.
In EDATS all things of interest in a software system are "entities" and all relationships among these entities are "dependencies." There are many different kinds of entities and dependencies, and more can be added as needed to extend the tool set to meet any particular situation. A software engineer queries EDATS to find chains of entities and dependencies that match the conditions in the query. A query, in the Dependency Request Language (DRL) specifies a chain pattern to be matched, and a "show" clause to format the results.
For example, a very simple DRL query to show the subroutines called by subroutine "foo" in program "myprog" would be: 'myprog::foo' -calls-> X; show{ X, nl }. The chain pattern to be matched consists of a single calling dependency while the show clause specifies that each of the matching subroutines (denoted by the variable "X") should be printed followed by a new line delimiter.
In EDATS each entity (subroutine, data type, variable, etc.) has a scoped name such as "myprog::foo" which uniquely identifies it. Scoping rules vary from language to language; in C the scope may need to distinguish different executable programs, source files, functions and structure members, as well as anonymous blocks of code in which variables are defined. However entity names are generally not too complex as long as attention is restricted to subprograms, data types, and globals as indicated in the previous section.
DRL queries can be considerably more sophisticated than the above example. The chain pattern can contain several links to detect indirect relationships and regular expressions to indicate bounded or unbounded repetition. An optional "where" clause can constrain the results to focus on relationships or entities in some specific file or subsystem. A "save" clause allows the entities found in a query to be saved into a named set. The usual set operations (union, scheduling strategy in the operating system. Thus, the short answer to the question: "What do you need to know to understand a program?" may be "Almost everything!" A software engineer uses background information about the problem domain and common design cliches; facts about the code itself are then interpreted in the light of this background. Most program comprehension tools, however, focus on providing facts derived from the code itself, leaving it to the software engineer to supply the necessary background. The job of the tool designer is thus to store the key facts about the code that the engineer needs and to make these facts conveniently and unobtrusively available to support the engineer's work.
Unfortunately knowledge bases of code information may become very large indeed for industrial-scale software systems, especially if detailed atomic-level data flows are stored. Loading and query times may become quite long, thus seriously limiting the practical usability of the program comprehension tool. Thus it is important for the tool designer to seek an appropriate trade-off reducing if necessary the volume of facts to be stored in order to provide reasonable efficiency for the most common program comprehension tasks.
Our experiences in developing EDATS and IMCA have led us to the tentative conclusion that a tool can provide most value to a software engineer if it does a good job in clarifying relationships that cross subroutine boundaries. While control and data flows inside a single subroutine may sometimes be complex they are, at least, contiguous. Relationships "at a distance" between entities in different subroutines are much more likely to lead to errors since the software engineer may not even suspect the existence of the relationship [7] [14].
Consider, for example, two common program comprehension tasks that a knowledge-based tool should support: understanding the system architecture and understanding impacts of change.
Understanding of system architecture is necessary for almost all other program comprehension tasks in large systems. Practical software maintainers must follow an "as-needed strategy" [9] that locates and examines only program components related to the needed change if their work is to be completed within reasonable deadlines. But an understanding of the system architecture is essential to locate and provide context to these key components.
Software Engineers study code by performing a series of "enquiry episodes" [14] in which they formulate questions about the code, conjecture a solution, and analyze the code to obtain information that will either support or refute the conjecture. However, to be able to formulate useful questions and to locate the code to be analyzed, the Software Engineer must have a broad understanding of the subsystems and modules and the relationships between them. Different languages define subsystems and modules in different ways. In Ada, the "package" usually represents a module. In C, source files often represent modules and directories represent subsystems. In C++, we have heard programmers describe subsystems in terms such as: "All the subclasses of 'class1' plus all the other entities defined in the files in which subclasses of 'class1' are defined" [18] . Subsystems and modules do not usually have explicit relationships. (An exception is the "with" construct of Ada.) Instead, they contain subprograms, data types, and global data items that interact. To understand the architecture, the relationships within a subsystem or module are usually irrelevant. What is needed are the subprograms, data types, and global data items contained in each subsystem or module, with the relationships between these components that cross subsystem or module boundaries.
Impact analysis is another very common program comprehension task. A Software Engineer needs to analyze carefully the possible impacts of any proposed change to eliminate any ripple effects that might cause unwanted behavior [1] [20]. In designing a change, a Software Engineer effectively specifies a "change set" made up of the subprograms, data types, and data items that will be modified [11] . Ripple effects within a changed subprogram are generally easy to recognize and to identify as part of the design process. Impact analysis must locate the other components whose behavior might be affected by the change.
Thus for both of these common tasks the important relationships are those that operate "at a distance". Most commonly these are:
INTRODUCTION
Program comprehension is a time intensive and error prone activity. During software maintenance or reuse endless hours are spent in pouring over documents and code to determine what a program is doing and how to revise it to meet changing needs. Software engineers spend over 50% of their time on code analysis activities alone [6] . Not surprisingly, considerable research effort has been expended in developing tools to assist in program comprehension. Many proposed tools involve building up a knowledge base of information about the software that Software Engineers navigate in support of program comprehension tasks.
The construction of such tools raises a series of specification and design issues. What information can a tool provide to a software engineer? How should the required facts be represented? What kind of query mechanism should be provided? If knowledge-based program comprehension tools are to become practical aids for the software engineer, the alternatives need to be carefully studied.
To illustrate these issues, this paper describes and compares the strategies adopted in the design of two such tools, the Extensible Dependency Analysis Tool Set (EDATS) [19] and the Inter-Module Code Analysis (IMCA) system [4] [5] . The tools, which were developed quite independently, are similar in their objectives but have quite different systems for storing information about the target code and for formulating queries. Both tools are currently "proof of concept demonstrations," which means that they go beyond academic prototypes and work with non-trivial sized target systems but are not yet polished "industrial strength" tools.
Many other tools have been described in the literature or are becoming available commercially. EDATS and IMCA are two examples of tools that exploit the power and flexibility of declarative, logic-based systems. In recent years we have witnessed the emergence of several logic-based data bases. SOFTM [10] uses a Prolog database to store information about program errors. The query mechanism allows the user to register and interpret the errors found in a system. DATA_tool [2] is a Prolog based system that allows a software engineer to ask questions about the code of a Pascal program. The information recorded by DATA_tool is similar to relational database systems like CIA [3] and OMEGA [8] , but DATA_tool exploits the power of a logic database query language to allow the formulation of queries, which are difficult to express with traditional relational query languages.
In the remainder of this paper, we first analyze the information needed for some common program comprehension tasks and describe the EDATS and IMCA tools to show how they address these needs. We then describe a case study that illustrates the similarities and the differences between the tools by showing how they would answer a series of program comprehension questions that arose in studying a particular software system.
INFORMATION NEEDS FOR PROGRAM COMPREHENSION
To understand a program, a software engineer calls upon an extraordinary range of information from diverse sources. Comprehension requires background information about the problem domain and detailed knowledge about the programming language, the operating system and the environment in which the target system will run. Von Mayrhauser and Vans [15] describe how practicing Software Engineers move back and forth among three models in exploring code, a domain model, a program model and a situation model. The domain model represents knowledge about the application domain, for example operating systems, into which more specific information about the particular target system can be incorporated. The program model is an abstract mental representation of the control flow of the program, for example the control flow between modules in a particular operating system. The situation model involves data flow/functional abstractions of the program that may represent a particular programming plan or strategy, for example a particular data structure and associated subroutines that are implementing a round-robin
